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DXView was developed with simplicity and ease of use in mind. It is small and easy to use, more
than 20 maps are included, you can browse or save. DXView is the most popular app for

worldwide shortwave radio, as the first version, DXView can accurately display more than 200
stations on 12 maps, providing up to 8 hours of listening on one battery. It is the most stable, easy
to use, and high speed for world maps, receiving additional daily updates. After release of v3.5,
DXView's maps are being continuously updated according to the latest data. New features and

functions will be added in the future.
==================================================== Highlights: * More

than 200 world maps. * The ability to browse the latest data. * New functions and improvements.
==================================================== NOTES: If you have

any problems with the app, we highly appreciate it when you contact our Customer Support:
DXView Customer Support iPhone Customer Support Email:

XFYXApplicationSupport@XFYX.com
==================================================== If you need help with

the app, please fill out this form: Try 2PXV1 HC4UGA DX Map application for all Radio
Stations around the World. Simple to use, very nice and excellent App.Requirements:iPad /

iPhone with iOS 6.1 or later.iOS 7.0 or later. (1) Fire At WillWe are not only Maps, and we are
not only App. You can search the QR-code of the station, even if it is not shown on the map, and

the station in QSO. (2) LinkStation(26)ListeningNo. of listener: 4325, list 5,700,000,000. (3)
LocationMaps, search area: Japan, South Korea, China, Taiwan, Philippines, India, Bangladesh,

Pakistan, Afghanistan, Iran, Afghanistan, USA, Ukraine, Uzbekistan, Russia, Azerbaijan,
Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Mongolia, Syria, Lebanon, Morocco, Iraq, Jordan, Egypt, Kuwait,

Pakistan, Yemen, and all over the world. (4) SearchMaps, SVM (FAR), SVD, SVD-2, IEEE, VE,
SBS, CW, IBOC, FSK, ISM, SQUAWK, RTTY, TV,

DXView [Mac/Win] [Latest]

====================================== Awarded ***BETA***, DXView is a
groundbreaking Java application that offers not only a complete world map and overlay of the

active solar terminator of the summer and winter solstices, but a wide range of additional options.
It can display longitude and latitude (LatLon) of any station using a customizable grid, or input

manually. Because it plots in true military time (MMT), you can track predicted weather for any
location around the world. You can also view the date, time, and moon phase of your target

location. This makes the application easy to use for all activities. It's possible to monitor weather
reports and alerts for any station. You can even predict the weather for any location in the world.

DXView has also included an asteroid module, complete with ephemeris calculations, and the
ability to predict the next solar eclipse. DXView has full support for the VOR satellite antenna,
and it calculates the range to all VORs and SSR stations around the world. It's also possible to

display NavMesh OBJ files. DXView can be a huge help when you're out in the field and trying
to choose your next DX station. ====================================== Demo:

Recorded on 11/15/2012 with an Android phone.
====================================== DXView presents a world map, upon

which beam headings, stations you spot, the sun's position, and the solar terminator are
continuously displayed. DXView Description:

====================================== Awarded ***BETA***, DXView is a
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- Very fast display of surface data. - Dynamic map zoom through surface points. - Automatic
altitude correction. - Manually height-corrected picture taken when you start the watch. - 1, 2, or
4 horizontal bars. - Polygonal shape of the earth. - Solar terminator, sunrise, sunset and night are
displayed as short bars. - Map detail (1=no detail, 100=detail 100% zoomed in) is automatically
adapted to the solar terminator, the horizon. - The proportion of the map area in horizontal and
vertical direction is stored. - View data processing for a distant station. - Adjustable station-id,
station-name, and station-id-repetition. - Independent geographical map projection. - World
boundries, and World map is dynamically updated (around 70 hours per day). - Night view with
subsequent day view. - With touch screen; zooming, selection. - Refresh of map data via power-
off or WLAN-reconnection. - Natural- and sun-location over the globe. - Several satellite
positions around the globe. - User-specified limit for 1 day, 30 days, 90 days or no limit. -
Display date and time - User name, charge-status, and battery-status. - Larger or smaller fonts
(can change size of map). - Manually selected theme-color. - The display can be switched to
analog output. The watch-display can use an LCD panel, and is equipped with a 16 bit ADC as
well as digital input/output. The watch displays pictures as long as the battery voltage is over 3.5
volts. GeoXML digitizer is connected to a PDA or a computer and used to store and exchange
satellite, environmental and geographic data for areas of the earth of interest.GeoXML gives you
accurate, detailed, extensive coverage for hundreds of city, geographic, and environmental topics.
GeoXML Description: - A location-aware database, which can be accessed through a small
handheld device using a GPS receiver. GeoXML provides thousands of locations with
geographic, environmental, and characteristics data with international stability. - GeoXML
delivers quality (kml) files of these locations with their geographic and associated environmental
characteristics. - GeoXML offers a detailed spatial database of more than 4,000

What's New in the DXView?

DXView is an image viewing, editing and drawing app for all you astronauts and other space
geeks. It allows you to view Earth-based images, maps, globes and other planetarium type objects
that you can then move around and manipulate. It has all the features you have come to know and
love from programs like ESRI ArcGIS, Google Earth and Google Maps. * The Earth image is
very large, so it opens as a full screen object. You can pan it by moving your mouse, and zoom
in/out by clicking and dragging with the mouse. You can also reposition the Earth in the
viewports of your choice by moving your arrow keys. * You can draw on the map by clicking and
dragging, and you can transform a drawing by rotating and scaling it. You can draw objects by
dragging them from the toolbox. Other objects can be added by pressing Ctrl+Alt+K, which
creates a new drawing object. * You can also add controls, labels, and symbols to the map by
double-clicking and dragging them in the drawing window. You can rename objects by double-
clicking them, and move them by pressing C and dragging them from one viewport to another. *
You can export any drawing in DXView by pressing Ctrl+Alt+X. * You can load any drawing
into DXView by drag-and-dropping it into the current drawing, which will give you options to
edit or navigate the drawing. To load a specific drawing, please use the context menu. * You can
copy individual objects or groups by pressing Ctrl+C, and paste them into another drawing. You
can also copy a drawing and the drawing history, and paste it into a new drawing. This feature can
be accessed via the context menu. You can also create a new drawing by pressing Ctrl+N. * You
can print your map by pressing Ctrl+P. * You can add a bookmark to your map by pressing
Ctrl+M. * You can open a drawing or a file for editing by pressing Ctrl+O, which will give you
options to navigate. * You can create a new drawing by pressing Ctrl+N, and create a new
viewport by pressing the M key. * You can create a new drawing window by pressing Ctrl+N, and
create a new drawing table by pressing Ctrl+T. * You can organize your drawings by pressing
Ctrl+L, and rename your drawings by pressing Ctrl+R. * You can
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System Requirements:

OS: Windows 7/8/8.1/10 Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 1.8GHz or faster Memory: 2 GB RAM
Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 470 or AMD HD 6670 or better Hard Drive: 2GB or more
free space Sound: DirectX 9.0c Compatible sound card Network: Broadband Internet connection
HDD: 2GB or more free space 2.0 GB or more free space Please use official TWC/
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